Biography: Jennifer Yen
“‘Power Rangers ‘wrecked’ my skin’… The former actress got the idea to start her skin-care line, which is
inspired by her Chinese grandmother's traditional beauty secrets, while on set during her role in the '90s
favorite Fox hit TV Show Power Rangers” - Refinery 29
Los Angeles, CA - It was a case of “personal need” that led actress Jennifer Yen to create her two
skincare and cosmetic brands, Purlisse and YENSA. Starting her journey off as a Hollywood
Actress on the hit TV Show Power Rangers, Yen would spend 15 hours a day in hair and heavy
makeup while performing combat scenes for hours at a time. As a result, Yen’s skin dramatically
suffered.

“Within six months of landing Power Rangers, my skin was wrecked from wearing layers of heavy
makeup,” Yen states. “I developed rosacea, psoriasis, adult acne, hives and sensitive skin - my confidence
plummeted. I tried everything… all the latest and greatest but nothing worked. That’s when I rediscovered
my grandmother’s Asian beauty rituals.”
With her sensitive skin in mind, Yen opened her first skincare brand, Purlisse, with an emphasis
on ingredients that gently heal, soothe and repair even the most sensitive skin types. Purlisse is
inspired by the Asian rituals that have been passed on through generations past in Yen’s family.
The brand harnesses the extraordinary powers of Asian botanicals and turns them into
nourishing, high-performing formulas that leave skin healthy and luminous. Recent highlights
include partnering with leading retailers such as Costco and Amazon, and garnering industry
awards and press such as Hollywood Life 2022 Best BB Cream Award, Allure, Vogue, Marie
Claire, Forbes and more.
Later, Yen became a mother for the first time and embraced her next and most important role:
motherhood. Yen was determined to continue to work her normal hours and tend to her

newborn girl, Gemma. After her pregnancy, Yen’s complexion took another hit. This time
however, Yen’s body was depleted too. It was then that Yen connected with her heritage again to
help her heal. ‘Zuo Yue Zi', aka ‘The Sitting Out Month’ in Chinese Culture. This is a practice
that dates back 2000 years and is when the mother heals by incorporating superfoods into her
daily life to nourish the body and restore vitality.
This marked the beginning of Yen’s next brand venture: YENSA. The first Asian Superfood
Cosmetics Line that marries tried and true superfood ingredients with science to revive the
skin and complexion. Each YENSA product is infused with 8 Superfoods (8 representing
prosperity,
great
health
and
infinite
possibilities
in
Chinese
culture).

“I was determined to heal myself with a diet of Asian Superfoods, which have been used by generations of
women in my family. I knew that I needed to create a cosmetic line that harnessed the power of Superfoods
that heal the body, but for skincare and color purposes to restore the skin! Yen literally translates to ‘Color
+ Face’ in Chinese, ‘Deep Desire + Passion’ in English, ‘Calm + Peace’ in Vietnamese and ‘Currency’ in
Japanese. Through my Superfood Cosmetic Line ‘YENSA’, I invite all people to rediscover their ‘Yen’ and
to live a healthy life that radiates inner and outer beauty’”
- Jennifer Yen
As a mother and an entrepreneur, Yen is passionate about supporting women, children,
education and mentorship. She is on the Leadership team of Visionary Women, on the host
committee of Rise of the Female entrepreneur, host for Children Action Network, Curtis
Celebrates Chair, Judge for Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year and a member of YPO
Hollywood. Yen also gives back to the beauty industry yearly. Donating to Look Good Feel
Better and Dress For Success with her brands. International Women’s Day is an important day
for YENSA, as the brand regularly partners with Dress for Success, a charity that inspires
women to seek economic independence.
YENSA is rapidly growing, and quickly becoming a go-to in the industry. The brand has earned
the INC Magazine title of the top 500 fastest growing companies, has been named Best
Foundation by the 2022 Hollywood Life Awards, and has been mentioned in Allure, Forbes and
ELLE. YENSA is now also available at SAKS, Nordstrom and QVC.

